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9th anniversary gifts for my wife

Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; You can learn more about our review process here. We may receive a commission on purchases made from our preferred link. While the first wedding anniversary often comes with grand celebrations — grand trips or lavish staycations, and of
course the top layer of wedding cakes — the second sometimes seems less monumental by comparison. But this opportunity is no less special and worth celebrating. So how do you mark the second year in a way that feels fresh and new? Well, for starters, champagne is always a good idea. Choosing a gift that
symbolizes your love and affection is also a must. The traditional second birthday gift is cotton, making this the prime time for splurge on an upgraded bed or a comfortable throw that you can use when curled up together on the sofa. Modern gifts are Chinese; consider adding a stash of your entertains, or discover unique
pieces that are unique. But by all means, feel free to think outside the box as well, and remember that going with personalized special gifts is always easy to fool. Here, your partner's best 2nd birthday gift will surely be loved. Combining cotton elements and personalization, this large quilt is tailored to your initials and
wedding year. Throw it on your couch to have on hand to curl up during movie night, or coat it on a bed in your master bedroom. Also good: It's available in two different sizes. Both a sweet and sentimental way to commemorate your wedding and a cool work of art for your home, this special canvas features sheet music
from your first dance song. With eight different sizes to choose from, this can be a beautiful accent or a serious statement maker. Have your wedding song, wedding vows, or even just a heartfelt message that turns into a pretty mold. Each piece is specially printed onto a handmade piece of cotton paper (although FYI,
the frame comes separately). Available in seven different sizes, it's also a budget-friendly option. This tray is a meaningful—and practical—gift for him. Choose from a variety of shapes and sizes, then add custom text on the inside. It can be something as simple as your wedding date, your vows, or a few lines about what
you like about your partner. The message is printed on organic cotton, in accordance with the theme of the second anniversary. Channel the vibe of 'we relax in a five-star hotel' every day by tucking into this extra soft waffle woven robe. Kimono style is designed and comfortable, featuring contrasting pipes to completely
complement That fancy hotel robe. Be sure to take one for you and your partner; You can even have it monogrammed with your initials for a personal touch. Courtesy of Uncommon Goods Oh, the places you'll go. These wonderful mementos come world map plus 100 pushpins. Use them to mark (and reminisce about)
all the places you've traveled with—from your hometown to your wedding destination to your honeymoon destination—and/or to plan all the locations on your bucket list and plan future adventures. If you can take your favorite, most comfortable, most worn winter sweater and turn it into a blanket, here's what you'll get.
Made of 100%, sustainable cotton, the black knitted throw offers a unique wash that gives it a dimensional and even more textured look; it's just as slick as comfortable. Not to mention that for every purchase, brands plant trees in the Amazon rainforest. For couples obsessed with your pet, there really is no better gift.
Just send a photo of your pet and receive this strange custom-made print. Trust me, it's guaranteed to be fun. If you don't sign up for (or receive) a new bed for your wedding, consider this the right time to improve your sleep situation. This complete set has everything you need, including blankets, bundles of sheets, and
even pillows. Made from a 100% cotton long-staple, it also really fits the theme of this anniversary, not to mention it's one of those gifts you're both guaranteed to get a lot of use from. Courtesy of Coyuchi When it comes to improving your bed, this blanket is the perfect accent piece. Available in four sun-washed colors,
each with the same geometric prints, this is an easy way to add a pleasant visual touch to a neutral bed. Made from organic Portuguese cotton, it is stonewashed to make it extra soft, and the weight is perfect for adding extra warmth in winter or using solo in summer. Belongs to The Citizenry These towels are not made
of old cotton. The brand partners with local artisans around the world to create beautiful goods in a fair trade environment. In this case, this is Pima cotton from a family-run factory in Japan that has been making towels for over a century. The end result is this amazing waffle woven towel that feels as good as it looks. You
may already have a coffee maker in your kitchen, but we like the idea of giving this to any javanese addict to keep holding hands in his office. It comes with an electric pour over the kettle, dripper and carafe, all in a modern and minimal matte black design. If you don't need to completely change all your beds, but want to
update your sheets, continue with this set. Made of soft patchwork cotton, the fabric only becomes better and softer as you and has the added benefit of being nice and cold to the touch, a gift for hot sleep. Although it comes in six neutral colors, you can't go wrong with a crisp, clean pure white. Level your coffee cup
game with this set of six clean and classic mugs. All Chinese ceramics of this brand are durable and chip resistant, oven-, dishwasher-, and microwave-safe, and, and, best of all, designed to be stacked to help maximize space in your kitchen cabinets. Is your partner a coffee lover? Pair it with the next item in our list for
the grand prize... Courtesy of Social Print Studio At this point, you've probably already composed your wedding album, so why not make another album capture all the fun and memories that have happened since then? This elegantly bound book features 38 ultra-thick pages and a beautiful linen cover that comes in 11
colors. For a personal touch, it has a special title stamped foil on the front. Any kind of birthday (anyway, any kind of celebration) calls for some bubble. Toast up to two years with a bottle of champagne worthy of this special occasion, considered one of the best there is. This exclusive variety is produced in limited
quantities, making everything even more special. Take a pair of these for a sip saying celebratory champagne is out of. Each handblown glass is truly unique—no two are the same—and they come in a beautiful variety of solid colors as well as metal-fleck options. Plus, for every item purchased, the brand makes a
donation to support children living in poverty. And who doesn't like a gift that gives back? Courtesy of Wonderful Winc It's guaranteed unlike any wine you've ever had before. Produced through sustainable winemaking techniques — think organic wines, pesticide-free farming, eco-friendly production and natural cork
bottling — these are the 'cleanest' wines we've ever seen. But don't worry, it's still really delicious, and with this package, you can try red, white, and rosé. UncommonGoods/Etsy Choosing the perfect gift for your wife could be, well, a challenge. Whether it's your first wedding anniversary or you've been together for years,
this birthday gift is stylish, useful, and above all: thoughtful. Some might even make it tear up a bit (that wedding vows are printed, though). Etsy/UncommonGoods Let's face it: Some men are hard just to shop. If you rack up your brain every year trying to come up with a gift idea for your husband, the stress is no more.
The list is full of traditional birthday gifts and creative ideas she's sure to love, from turntables to watches. We also include many personalized gifts with their sweet messages, meaningful dates, or initials. Finding something special for him has never been easier. Lost Horizon Images/Cultura/Getty Images Some great
ideas for 25th birthday gifts include silver photo frames, silver key rings or silver jewelry, according to About.com. The 25th birthday is associated with silver, and it is recommended that the gift be made of material. Advice others of About.com include the weight of silver paper, concert tickets wrapped in silver ribbons or
tickets to sporting events wrapped in silver boxes. Roving gift giver can show the recipient travel to Silver Spring, Fla., or Silverstrand Beach, Calif. Creative gift givers can write poems in silver ink and present them in silver picture frames. Our editors independently research, test and recommend the best products; You
can learn more about our review process here. We may receive a commission on purchases made from our preferred link. Our Top Choice Always and Together Morse Code Bracelet on Etsy Bracelet is perfect for couples who want a stylish, yet understated way to showcase their bond. Earth Toned World Push Pin
Travel Map on Amazon This handmade map is sure to be a travel lover's dream. These Bose Noise Cancellation Wireless Bluetooth headphones on AmazonHeadphone have up to 20 hours of battery life and an excellent noise cancellation, making them great for gyms or jobs. Personalized Leather Whiskey Set at
EtsyEvery whisky lovers will appreciate the holder of this bottle made of 100 percent leather and can be personalized. Chelsea Slim Card Sleeve Wallet on AmazonDompet has a slim profile, but stores cards, cash, and is much more organized. Gentleman Jon Deluxe Wet Shave Kit on AmazonKit contains everything he
needs to get a professional wet shave in the comfort of his own home. Standing Turntable at WalmartThough this record player has a retro look, it also benefits from modern technology. Bewell W086B Mens Wooden Watch at Amazon This stunning wooden watch is the original touch on a classic watch and is sure to be
a conversation starter. Stone Beverage Dispenser at Uncommon GoodsJim the drink to be much more stylish with this granite dispenser. Custom Docking Station at EtsyJaga to keep your daily needs organized with this special docking station. Even if you've known someone for years, finding the perfect gift to say I love
you can be difficult. And finding the right gift to celebrate your birthday is even harder. Fortunately, whether you have been together for a year or decade, it is possible to find a gift that fits your budget, unique, and useful. To help you narrow down the list, here are the best birthday gifts for her. A suitable bracelet does not
have to taste too cheesey, especially if the style is earthy and classic. This bracelet set is the perfect birthday gift that you can both enjoy. One bracelet reads always and the other, together, in morse code. You can choose the color of the thread (there are more than 20 options) and the beads. Because the design is so
simple, bracelets can be worn for various occasions or even worn daily. Feed his wanderings with this handmade world that allows her to mark all the special places she has ever visited, where she wants to go, and where you hope to travel as a couple. It comes with 100 red, white, and black pins, and everything you



need to hang the included frame, right down to the nail. Frame size x 27.5 inches and each capital city is marked with a star. Sleek and stylish in earth tones and framed in black, it looks great in the office, in the living room, or wherever she wants a snippet of conversation. Whether she goes to the gym, listens to songs
on her travels, or just likes to unwind, a new set of headphones is always appreciated. This bluetooth headphone from Bose is rated the most highly and he will definitely be used every day. It features 11 levels of noise cancellation to block any interference and an angled ear cup provides a comfortable fit. With a battery
life of up to 20 hours, even if he forgets to charge the headphones at night, it's no big deal. Also, it is compatible with Alexa and the Google Assistant. Who doesn't like personalized gifts? It shows you care, puts some thought into the present, and it's really one-of-a-kind. This 100 per cent leather whisky set has a classic
feel and you can personalize it with a name, date or message laser engraved on the front. Whisky sleeves can be ordered alone or thrown in one to six glasses, which are also wrapped in leather. If he still carries his money in a big big wallet, it's time to upgrade it to something slimmer and modern. The case holds all the
essentials, but it has a minimalist profile. There is room for 10 cards, cash, and smart strips making it easy to access the card deeper in the wallet. Q again, it has RFID blocking to prevent people from stealing credit card information. Available in six different colors, this wallet will help streamline all receipts and paper
clutter. Yes, men do care about their beauty routines. This kit will update its cheap razors to barber level status. They include canvas and leather dopp kit bags she can pick up for the ride, a safety razor, a Badger hairbrush, a barber shop, alum block (which fights razor burning), a stainless steel shaving bowl, shaving
soap and five Astra razor blades. Long after the actual product has run out, the dopp kit, which has a waterproof nylon liner, will continue to hold the essentials. Courtesy of Pottery Barn For people who like to listen to old-style music, he'll love this retro record player. Whether he's alive or not when this is the way music is
played, it's a fun throwback, but with all the modern technology for a great sound. Made of wood, plastic and metal, its groovy look is a pleasant addition to every room. Set the record player on the table or set your legs so you can stand on your own. Also, the difficult case makes it easy to pick up a song while traveling.
In addition to playing records 33 1/3 and 45 Additional input jacks make it easy to play music from your phone or tablet. What better way to mark the passage of time than by watching? This stunning wooden watch is the original touch on the watch and is sure to be a conversation starter. Made from 100 percent natural
wood Africa, it comes in some style. Each features an analog display, which also has a window for displaying dates. It's light, comfortable and precise - everything she wants in a watch, but with a unique design that will surely be noticed. The battery will last up to three years, so it will keep ticking for some time before it
needs to be replaced. It also comes with a link removal tool to fine-tune the exact match. Courtesy of Uncommon Goods If your guy likes to play bartender or needs to jazz up his man cave, this drink dispenser will make a great addition to any countertop or bar cart. The dispenser is made of rocky granite and features a
stainless steel faucet. It comes with a bottle plug that makes filling the dispenser super easy and minimizes spillage. All he had to do was add wine or his favorite spirit and enjoy. Dispensers are on any table, but for a few extra dollars, you can buy a two-pronged seat. Everyone should have a drop zone or station in their
home where they store important items such as keys, chargers, phones, etc. This is the perfect way to stay organized but also minimize things wrong. This docking station is the perfect addition to the bedside table or entrance. Wooden stations are available in eight colors, including walnut, black, and slate gray. There's
room to hold wallets, keys, goggles, and more. In addition, the opening at the bottom makes it easy to charge the phone or tablet while the device stands upright at the docking station. You can choose to have the front engraved with Happy Anniversary and then a custom line of text (such as your name or date)
underneath. When outdoor grilling is not an option or just feels too time consuming, MicroPro Grill Tupperware is a great solution. The pot actually went into the microwave. Just add the meat, vegetables, or sandwiches in the pan, cover with the lid, and the food comes out completely cooked and there is no need to add
extra oil or butter. The interior is stainless steel nonlengklengser so cleaning is very easy. This is a great solution for anyone who doesn't want to fire the grill or turn on the stove. Here's a gift that will surely bring tears even to the heaviest eyes. This 'What I Love About Us' journal lets you personalize books with
everything you love about your relationship. You can make it sappy, sweet, silly, or something in between. It's full of fill-in-blank sentences that you complete with the words that best describe your relationship. For example, someone reads, We're going to make the best ____ team ever. This a great way to create unique,
personalized rewards without having to start over. It will definitely be a gift that you both look back on and appreciate as more of the day grows. A cup of tea can be the perfect way to start the day or relax after a long day. This teapot from Brooklyn Tea is sleek, functional, and will praise the praise Décor. Tempered glass
pots can contain 25 ounces of water and steel baskets hold loose tea. The company also has a sand tea timer so your receiver can take a guess at work and steep tea just for the right amount of time. Manready Mercantile's Does he like big bourbon or whiskey? Then you might want to consider this set of The
Gentleman's Glassware. The box contains four 11-ounce glasses that are perfect for sipping cocktails. But it was the bottom of the glasses that really stood out. Each glass is dipped in a bright orange polymer to give the appearance of melted wax. Since each part is dipped individually, no two are the same. Cheers for
sipping style. Style.
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